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About This Game

The goal of Wave Mechanics is to match the color of each element to the colors of corresponding parts of the frame. Each
puzzle includes a set of active elements that can by used in order to change the colors of all elements within range in chosen

direction, bear in mind however that the range of an active element decreases after each use.

Key Features:
- elegant design

- 49 procedurally generated puzzles each time you start a new game
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Another great game ported from console to PC. It feels rather different to other RTS games. But it is awesome. The story is
what you could expect from any of Tom Clancy's stories. Gameplay is good though. And voice commands make you feel like
you really are on the field with your troops bby shouting orders.

It is not as fast paced as the legendary Command and Conquer franchise, but it does feels like it should be played as it is. Sadly
it still carries with some unbalancing problems that should have been fixed a long time ago.

Get it at a discounted price if you want. Hope there can be achievements someday!

. do you want to play mnc with your friend or stranger steam user ? this game is dead i mean really really dead you will never
find the server in this game

Rest In Peace Monday Night Combat. Sonic The Hedgehog is the first platformer game featuring Sega's most infamous mascot:
Sonic. The Hedgehog, FYI. It came out in 1991 for Sega Genesis, made to become the next big thing. Developed by soon-to-be
Sonic Team division, formed out of members of Sega of Japan, of course. 4 Megabit ROM cartridge, some of which got wasted
away by high-quality \u201cSega\u201d choir sample.
There also were 8-bit versions that came out later that were pretty much different games. And this game also seen few re-
releases, as both emulation or ports. The best ever version is the one on iPhone, made by Taxman.
It would become a pack-in title for Sega Genesis, replacing Altered Beast.

The game that you have here is nothing more than emulation of Sega Genesis version. It's \u201cRevision 01\u201d, which is a
bit fixed up release, the latest original one. It tweaked stuff a bit, adding more paralax layers for clouds in Green Hill zone,
ripples for underwater areas and so on. Nope, spike bug where the spikes ignore invincibility-due-to-recently-being-hit is still
present.

Now, technical part about Sega's emulation here:
The Sega Classic games that you purchase on Steam count as DLCs for "Sega Mega Drive & Genesis Classics" game that should
appear in your library.
It has Bedroom HUB which is the one with many features yet lags for many and Simply Launcher which lacks Workshop and
Online but at least it works just fine for everybody.
However, Simple Launcher has it's fair share of glitches as well. It can crash. And it does the second time you go to main menu,
so always quit after saving there so it doesn't crash when you want to save next time!
Emulation itself, mostly sound, isn't that good but it does it's job. Also, yes, emulator supports quick saves.
As alternative, you can use external emulator to run games that you purchased. Sega kindly placed in all games that you
purchased in "uncompressed ROMs" folder that program itself doesn't use, just change file extension to ".bin" or so. The file for
this one being "SONIC_W.68K".
I also demand you to read digital manual of this game first. You can find it here on store page or go to "manuals" folder of game
root and open "STH1_PC_MG_EFIGS.pdf".

The premise of the first Sonic game is simple. You got South Island, which drifts over sea due to mysterious power of six Chaos
Emeralds. You got Eggman, known as Robotnik in western manuals, who captured every animal into robots. And you got Sonic,
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blue blur with attitude, who blew game reviewers minds back then due to his very-attitude two-frames-long idle animation of
foot-tapping.
Featuring Flicky from Flicky video game, yay!

Sonic brought new concept into the genre and was outstanding game. The game was marketed as having the fastest character
around. But you will not notice it in this one, it's slower-paced than later Sonic games. This one has much more emphasis on
rolling and general physics. And this is what makes this game great as a platformer. The slopes will impact your speed and you
may need to gain some speed before attempting to move up the slope. No spin-dash for you in this game! Sonic can roll, being
hedgehog. He can only damage enemies when he is rolling, whether by jumping or on the ground.
So have an important protip: press Down while moving to roll.
You should use ground rolling more often than in other Sonic games. To roll under some obstacles, for example. Or hit the robot
that has spikes on it. You will even notice that you will speed up even more when rolling down the slope. Yep, the max speed
cap is higher when you are rolling. Not to mentioning that you will destroy robots while doing so, sooo.

Another unique thing is ring health system that Sonic franchise kept ever since. You collect rings and as long as you have a any
rings you can take a hit without dying. All the rings will scatter off you when you take hit (though the maximum amount that
game spawns out of you is 20, otherwise Genesis would have died painfully) and you have to grab them again before they
disappear. A great system for a platformer, even if Sonic franchise been around for so long that people don't think much of it
anymore. You also get extra life when you get 100 rings. That, or you can get extra life in this revision if you get 50000 points
and so on.

And if you get 50 rings and get to the end of any of the first two acts of each zone aside from the last zone (there are 6 zones
and 3 acts per zone) you will be able to enter special stage where you can get chaos emerald. You need 6 of them to get a good
ending. Not that it's much different from normal, just more flower. If anything, it's more worth getting into special stage is
because getting 50 rings gives you a whole continue.
Special Stage itself isn't much. It's a rotating maze and you can barely any control over Sonic aside from jumping. Not the
greatest in Sonic franchise, but fair and enjoyable. If anything, it's how you have limited tries to do it through a single run is
what keeps me excited.

And yep, going fast. Sega would later use Blast Processor term for console, as something that allows it to handle Sonic games.
Of course fast moving sprites and background isn't something that only Genesis could pull off. Just check out how fast the
unreleased Bio Force Ape game on NES moves at times. Blast Processor is just a way of saying \u201cfaster processor than
SNES\u201d and reference to high-speed DMA controller. And who knows what that means.

By the way, I am not sure if it's related to what I said or just faster processor, but if you take a look at mentioned Bio Force Ape
game again, you will notice that during speed section the layout of rooms seem to repeat constantly for a while, yea. Probably so
NES doesn't have to load anything. I also heard that Sonic engine on Genesis only allowed to load 2 or so new tiles per frame,
while you are running forward in level? Not sure, it was something I once read long time ago and couldn't find it again now. I
am saying this only to show you what you should be looking for, really.
But hey, no slowdowns!

And yep, graphics and music are really great, especially for 1991. Colorful. Melodical. Has abstract style. It sure features many
cities in background for a natural island where animals live. Level design is great, having few places where rolling does wonders.
Underwater level isn't as bad as many say, it's actually fun at making you worry. But nothing unfair.

That, and this game set level design standart for a Sonic franchise where levels often have few routes for you to take and the top
one tend to be the easiest one. And it's fun to use a different route that you have never taken before. They were also quite big
for it's time. And have a lot of secrets as well!

The only bad things in this game are bosses. These were weak for a Sonic game. Just Robotnik with whatever weak gimmick
over his flying mobile, always taking 8 hits to destroy and being predictable and repetitive. Like, just having a spike under the
machine. So yea, for bosses, I prefer other Sonic games. But I find Sonic 1 to the best for normal stages.. I have been surprised
by this game, to be honest. I have not played anything like this before, very inventive and thrilling way to make a horror game.
(Even though I think this may not be the first text based horror game) The writing is great, scary and entertaining and it makes
everything a lot better that you can interact sometimes. The crew is believeable and interesting, the story is as spooky as it
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should be.
  The only, but not so small negative is that when failing the mission, you can only rewind the story to certain points and you will
have to rewatch a lot of conversations, just so you can make a different decision later. A great thing on the other hand is, that
you can't get the whole story from one playthrough and you will have to do a lot of the endings to get a full picture at what was
happening, even if your crew must die. All in all the game is great, but the time jumping should be reworked even now. They
might add a few achievments as well, it would make the game more fun.

I wish to see more from the developers, they did a great job!
Also the game is available on phone, where it is cheaper for some reason!. No matter how many times I go back to these games,
they never get old. Classics through and through.. I have a bit mixed feelings about this game. Overall I would say my opinion is
positive with slight mix of mild dissapointpent in later game. I did get about 30h out of this game which is pretty good number
before I felt that I'm kind of losing interest. Thing is I was expecting more - the first impression of the game was very positive.
There seemed to be enough wheels and buttons and complexity to keep one going for at least few hundred hours - first
impression was that its even more complex than hearts of iron III with a better supply model.

And it is good and challening game at the start. I started as Germany in '36 aiming to grab as much as I can without triggering
the world war and then were looking forward to keep what I gain until about '66 while securing my borders and working on
getting as self sufficient resources wise as I can. And it was all nice until about '39 when the first cracks of the AI started
showing in the event and diplo system. Some of the events felt a bit forced, I opted to not fire the events for throwing an
ultimatum to Poland. That in turn seemed to freeze the diplomatic AI of the allies who just got seemingly frozen up in some
indecisive state ignoring me taking out balkan, greece, egypt and saudi arabia in short sucession until in the end Japan triggered
some kind of scripted event at the end of '41 making US to get inolved in coflict. Gremany refusing to get involved with US and
accepting a bunch of southern american puppets as valid war targets when defence packt with Japan triggered them made AI to
go totally haywire with wars. At this point the game lost good bulk of its charm as things were no longer plausible anymore.
There is no challenge to be able to declare war on Sweden and Norway without allies batting an eye and Poland sitting right nect
to you doing its best to look the other way.

Resrouce system and economic side is also interesting at first but the model breaks down relatively fast if you are increasing
your GDP in a rapid manner by funneling majority of your resrouces into industrial expansion. There is no option to conserve
manpower by using higher levels of automation or something so the demand for goods will increase faster than what the natural
growth of your manpower pool (even with all the medical research you can do) is capable of coping with.

I would say it is a bit simpler game than hearts of iron 3 its just that at first glance it manages to look more formidabble with
higher learning curve than it actually is. I have not tried mods for this - perhaps I will return to it at a bit later date and give this
thing another round if I stuble upon a promising mod. At this point it seems I'll be heading back to hearts of iron iii with
historical plausibility mod to give another round of trying to get away what I described above.

The combat AI - its a bit mixed bag. It's pretty competent with land units and can sort of work ok with air but it totally melts
down as far as naval units go. Ships hang around solo, there is no merchant shipping to intercept so subs are sort of pointless in
their traditional role. The commbat AI is capable of doing naval landings at least but unfortunately seems to be rather dumb in
the way it handles it when there is opposition and it's losing transports at sea - it just ignores these losses and is happy to send
your entire army against single enemy destroyer picking its nose somewhere enroute until you get involved and direct some
combat ships to deal with it manually. Also - there is no naval bombers in the air section. So you cant just ignore the naval fleet
side by opting instead to focus on keeping the enemy few hundred km away from your shores by building up large force of
airplanes intended to attack ships. Naval balance wise - AI tends to focus on just building as many battleships as it can pretty
much ignoring most other ships - cant really blame it as it stands as that seems to be the most effective tackic in this game for
naval.. This is a great game that is worth waiting for, it's development is slow but with only a 2 member dev team then that
makes sense.

I hope more people give it a try because the 1.05 update will take hundreds of hours of playtime effortlessly.. So I've decided to
give this a try, a little sleeper game I found quite by accident. I was pleasantly surprised by the graphics, it's exactly the peaceful
type of setting I need at nights, with some interesting survival aspects. It meets my requirements for a game, to wit, that I
finished the game session with a smile and looking forward to return at the next opportunity.

It's rather simple in approach but that's expected of an early alpha. Most of the key binds are intuitive for those who play wasd
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type games. What really sold me on trying this, though, was noticing a quick response and patch by the dev following a
suggestion\/critique by a player. That kind of response helps me believe a game will surpass whatever issues I find with it.

A few minor things I found so far that could be improved: E for an action key bind should probably be listed in the keystroke
splash screen you can call up. It's not that intuitive- I tried mouse clicks before looking on the dev-created guide for the keybind.
Should be an easy fix. Also, on early game at least, the night is long, dark and boring; I was left to stand there waiting for
daylight. Sure I can make a torch, but why not provide a mechanic for passing a night (even with the danger of waking to a
random encounter?). A sleeping bag perhaps that you can lay on?

Liking it so far. I'll update this review after I have more hours in.. Not worth it. I played the demo of the game a while back and
I have to say that I am very impressed with the game so far.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfCjOsR8fbQ
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Under the Cruel Star is the latest dlc that focuses on what Graviteam specializes on; intense, and not widely known, battles on
the Eastern Front rolled into a larger operation. I have only played as the Soviets so far so my experience is from that
perspective. Historically, the Soviets task is extremely hard to accomplish and in the game it is no different. I've played this
series for some time and while I'm not an expert, I'm no slouch either and at this point I am almost certain I will lose.

All of the things you would expect from a Graviteam DLC are present; A fantastic map, painstakingly accurate OOB's and
objectives, realism, frustration, head-scratching and plenty of play time. I am on turn 7 of a 10 turn campaign and so far I have
over 90 hours of play time. And that is just from one side. Never mind the Quick Battles and Editor featuring this new map, So
for me this is another great value.

I personally really enjoy UtCS, and while the equipment might be the same as in other DLC's, the Operation has it's own
uniqueness to it that for me it is very fresh. I struggle with finding the right way to approach things so all is not lost.

Would I recommend this as a noobs first DLC? No. There are others that add many more unique units for players to expand
their in game equipment. Is this a great addition to an ever expanding series? Absolutely. And as another player has stated, I'm
having a lot of fun losing.. Relative to MIG-29 Fulcrum and F-22 Lightning 3, the F-16 Multirole Fighter has more kinds of
weapons and tactics.

Player can drop JDAM bombs to GPS targets, use GBU bombs to destroy radar and other ground targets, fire Maverick missiles
on mobile vehicles.

One of the most interesting thing is you can even control the LANTIRN system manually. Targeting any location on the ground,
then drop a GBU bomb will hit that place precisely.. This  should have been a good game. When I first saw Ophidia, I grew
excited because I love to play the phone game Snake. The art style was phenomenal and the music was outstanding. The problems
were that the achivements never worked and the countless bugs (such as playing in fullscreen mode made the game freeze) made it
impossible to play.

I do understand that this was a student made game and I appreciate the hard work that went into it. Though until these bugs are
fixed, it is hard for me to reccomend for someone to play.. Great game, especially enjoyed the reloading mechanic and the fact that
you can throw enemies' grenades back at them.

However, I completed it in 22 minutes, which would be okay for a free demo, but not for a full game (or episode, in this case).
There is no mention on the store page whether the next episodes are included in the price or not.

If the price was a tenth of what it is I would have kept it.

Asked for a refund, but It'll stay on my wishlist and I'll re-purchase it when and if all episodes are released and a bundle is on
offer.. Repeatedly crashes whenever I try to start it up and the one time I acually loaded in to it, there was no one.. Bought this
during early access on steam. Please see below video for my "initial" blind thoughts as I played through my first game. Too Long
Didn't Watch: Strong first impression: enjoyable, pretty good variety for early access, will be playing more.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/pWHDPfCf7cQ
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